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ABSTRACT

Recent technology advances have substantially changed the way we teach and learn mathematics providing educators with opportunities for creating novel inquiry-based learning environments by increasing the range and sophistication of possible classroom activities. The affordances provided by mobile technologies can motivate students to engage in authentic problem solving activities that can promote their mathematical learning, and the attainment of important competencies essential in modern society. This chapter reports on the main experiences gained from a study that exploited affordances of tablet devices used by young students (11-year old). Findings from the study indicate that general purpose apps such as Recce that was employed in the current study can scaffold learning of the mathematics curriculum in educationally powerful ways that engage students and promote their mathematical growth.

INTRODUCTION

Mathematical literacy is a core literacy that serves as one of the foundational areas of knowledge that drives scientific and technological advancement in knowledge-based economies (European Commission, 2004). Cross-national studies of student achievement (e.g. Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS), Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA)) indicate lack of mathematical and scientific competence for a considerable proportion of the student population world-
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wide. There is also well-documented evidence of declining interest in key mathematics topics, and in science careers (e.g. Adleman, 2004; European Commission, 2007; Jenkins & Nelson 2005; OECD, 2006; Sjøberg & Schreiner, 2006). The methods of instruction have been identified as contributing to students’ low achievement and falling interest in the sciences (Van Langen, 2005). The teaching of mathematics is often viewed as unappealing to the majority of students, as outdated and unconnected with their interests and experiences (Goodrum, Hackling & Rennie, 2001). Ideas are presented in an overly theoretical and abstract manner, without sufficient opportunities for students to engage in problem-solving and experimentation.

One pervasive challenge in mathematics education at the school level is the identification and use of authentic contexts to motivate student inquiry. Recent technology advances have provided the opportunity to create entirely new, inquiry-based learning environments in mathematics by significantly increasing the range and sophistication of possible classroom activities. Access to technology provides teachers and children with tools which, when constructively used, can create opportunities for hands-on and engaging mathematics learning environments. One promising approach lately explored is the potential of handheld tablet PC like the Apple iPads and Android tablets and of other handheld devices (e.g. smartphones, game consoles, etc.) that have become an integral part of modern society and are routinely used in daily life, as tools for enhancing mathematics teaching and learning. The existing literature indicates strongly the significant potential of tablet devices as ubiquitous tools that can radically transform and enrich mathematics education (Clark & Luckin, 2013; Henderson & Yeow, 2012; Melhuish & Falloon, 2010). It suggests that the affordances offered by tablets and other mobile devices can be used as the machinery for students to engage in authentic problem solving activities that can help raise their intrinsic interest in mathematics, and promote the attainment of important competencies essential in modern society.

The current article contributes to the emerging literature on mobile mathematics learning. It reports on the main experiences gained from a study which exploited the affordance of tablet devices in an effort to spark young students’ (11-year old) interest in mathematics and to make mathematical concepts more accessible and attractive for all children.

BACKGROUND

Since the introduction of the iPad in 2010, there has been a rapid adoption of tablet devices in educational institutions worldwide. The hegemony and dominance of fixed personal computers is diminishing quickly, making way for a variety of flexible, ubiquitous alternatives that have enormous implications for learning, within both formal and informal settings. We are in the midst of the time frame where tablets and smartphones are becoming standard learning tools, and adopting mobile devices in the classroom is becoming a must (Johnson et al., 2013).

Although research on mobile mathematics learning is still at an early stage given the novelty of mobile technologies, conducted studies do overwhelmingly point towards numerous positive attributes that have the potential to enhance both formal and informal learning of mathematics (e.g. McKenna, 2012; Clark & Luckin, 2013). The existing literature indicates strongly the significant potential of mobile devices as ubiquitous tools that can radically transform and enrich mathematics teaching and learning. It suggests that the adoption and use of personalized devices within and beyond the classroom can provide an educationally rich and dynamic environment that increases learners’ autonomy, allowing them to augment and enhance deep, hands-on learning in ways previously not possible or not so easy.
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